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(57) ABSTRACT 
A method and system for steganography and steganalytic 
techniques are provided for effecting embedded communica-
tions in a variety of communication environments. One aspect 
may include an embedded transmitter for inserting embedded 
data into a packet and an embedded receiver for receiving the 
packet via, for example, a packetized communication net-
work such as the Internet. Various aspects of the present 
invention provide robust communications with optimized 
throughput and may include various error handlers to maxi-
mize performance and ensure transfer of incorrupt data. A 
method for identifying and blocking embedded communica-
tions is also provided. 
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EMBEDDED COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM 
AND METHOD 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
1. Field of the Invention 
2 
This invention relates generally to systems and methods for 
information communication. More particularly, the present 
invention relates to systems and methods for safeguarding 
such information and for identifying such safeguarded infor- 10 
mati on within communications. Most particularly, the 
present invention relates to steganography and steganalysis 
technologies. 
Various layers such as the physical, the link, the network, the 
transport, the application, or various combinations of the 
preceding, may be used. For example, the physical layer of 
the TCP/IP network is used to interface the higher layers of 
the network model with the physical medium that transfers 
the information from computer to computer. This layer con-
tains the hardware necessary to effect transmission and 
handles the timing and control of the signals that are passed 
between computers. 
One technique used at the physical layer uses control sig-
nals in a point-to-point connection to transmit hidden infor-
mation. In normal operations of a serial link or dial-up circuit, 
data flow can be controlled by the use of the Clear To Send/ 
Ready To Send (CTS/RTS) signal pair. If the CTS/RTS sig-2. Description of Related Art 
Various techniques have been provided to selectively safe-
guard communications. These techniques include, for 
example, cryptography, steganography, and covert channel 
communications. Cryptography typically seeks to hide the 
contents of a message without hiding the existence of the 
message itself. For example, an encrypted message may 
appear to a casual observer as a collection of garbled text, 
with no discernible meaning. Steganography, however, seeks 
to hide the very existence of a message from those other than 
15 nals can be manipulated with minimal disruption to the actual 
data flow, then a second communications channel can be 
opened, using the CTS/RTS signal as the data waveform. In 
the first scenario, the CTS/RTS signal provides for uninter-
rupted data flow between the two linked systems. In the 
20 second scenario, although it appears to an observer that the 
data flow is controlled by a standard handshake routine, the 
CTS/RTS signal is actually a covert channel, transmitting a 
predetermined code; for example, standard Morse code. This 
technique is only applicable to serial link communications, its intended recipient. Typically, in a steganographic commu-
nication, a covert message is disguised within a common, 
readily viewable message, thus transfer of the common mes-
sage is permitted without interception, since the transfer 
appears benign to a casual observer. A distinction might be 
made between steganography and covert channel communi-
cations, wherein covert channels never intended for informa- 30 
tion flow are exploited by a process to transfer information in 
25 however, and does not readily lend itself to TCP/IP network 
communications. 
Another technique at the physical layer involves manipu-
lation of the collision control functions of Ethernet networks. 
In an Ethernet network, a jamming signal is transmitted over 
the network whenever a collision occurs between two seg-
ments of data. Both of the sending parties stop transmitting 
a manner that may violate the system's security policy. As 
such, if any reasonably knowledgeable person observed the 
transfer, it would be construed as a violation of the security 
policy and, typically, measures would be taken to shut down 35 
the communications. For purposes of this discussion, the 
terms "steganography", "covert channel communications", 
"covert communications", and "embedded communications" 
may be used interchangeably to indicate the intentional con-
cealment of information or data from a group or class of 40 
observers or recipients, the concealed information or data are 
transmitted, for example, during or coexistent with an overt 
communication process. 
for a random period of time. This functionality can be utilized 
in conjunction with a covert channel according to the follow-
ing: a transmitter of hidden information deliberately jams 
another party on the network, signaling that a bit of hidden 
information is next to be transmitted. Rather than waiting the 
random period of time before retransmission, however, the 
next data packet is either sent immediately (to signal a zero) 
or after the maximum delay, thus after the other party retrans-
mits (to signal a one). Unlike the previously described CTSI 
RTS technique, the collision manipulation technique takes 
place over a shared network, thus the recipient of the hidden 
information is not limited to a specific computer system. The 
actual data in the transmitted packets are real, overt data to Modem digital communications present ample opportu-
nity for safeguarding information via covert communica-
tions. These methods include chaffing and winnowing and the 
exploitation of covert channels used in the layers of the TCPI 
IP network model. The method of "chaffing and winnowing" 
provides for the transmission of digital message traffic along 
with an appropriate Message Authentication Code (MAC), 
which may be added by various mechanisms within the net-
work model. Transmitted along with the desired message and 
its correct MAC are a large number of other messages, each 
with an incorrect MAC, preventing eavesdroppers from 
ascertaining which message is the correct one. This tech-
nique, however, merely obscures the content being transmit-
ted, and fails to address the key tenet of steganography; i.e., 
the fact that some sort of covert communications is occurring. 
Thus, if the desired message were translated from its binary or 
hexadecimal values into actual text, an observer would 
readily note the occurrence of some sort of covert communi-
cations. Deletion of the message by the observer would serve 
to foil the scheme, whether or not the observer was able to 
ascertain the actual contents of the message. 
Covert channels of communications in the network layers 
of a communication system such as a wide-area network 
(WAN) or a local area network (LAN) may also be utilized. 
45 any other host on the network. The collision timing signals the 
hidden information. Additionally, the other party used in the 
signaling scheme does not share in the hidden information, 
but functions as a pawn in the scheme. This method, however, 
transmits very little information at a time, thus inhibiting 
50 effective covert communications. 
At the data link layer, or link layer, steganography, or data 
hiding, begins to have an impact on covert communications. 
The link layer primarily shapes the higher-layer packets into 
a format for easy transmission over the physical layer and 
55 minimizes data corruption during send/receive operations 
to/from the physical layer. At this layer, and at all layers above 
this layer, there are opportunities to insert hidden information 
directly into the data stream without adversely affecting the 
overtly transmitted data. One technique involves padding 
60 Ethernet frames to meet a minimum length. Ethernet frames 
must contain at least 46 bytes of user data to be transmitted 
correctly. If the data are shorter than 46 bytes, pad bytes are 
inserted to meet that minimum. Hidden data could be inserted 
where the pad bytes are normally inserted by the transmitter 
65 and subsequently stripped off for the receiver to read. The 
amount that can be transmitted is dependent on the amount of 
valid information within the packet provided by higher lay-
US 7,725,595 Bl 
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ers, thus throughput may be significantly limited by transmis-
sions of relatively small amounts of covert data. 
The network layer proves the delivery mechanism for 
packets arriving from the link and transport layers. It appends 
source and destination infonnation onto the higher layer data 
to ensure correct delivery and receipt of the packets. It is 
within this appended information that data hiding can occur. 
4 
information mixed in with the data that has no significant 
impact on the transmission or interpretation of the cover 
media. For example, this can be clearly observed in most 
raster or bit-mapped images that are compressed under the 
Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) image compres-
sion standard. In many cases, this noise is simply standard 
Gaussian white noise that is prevalent in all but images of the 
highest resolution. This noise can be easily replaced with 
embedded information, with the resulting image generally 
appearing to casual observers as an identical image to the 
cover image. 
Audio files also have significant capacity for hidden infor-
mation. The typical human capacity for hearing is in the range 
of 4 kHz to 20,000 kHz. In the interest of space conservation, 
A number of techniques might be used to hide data at this 
layer, including insertion of the hidden information directly 
into the unused or reserved spaces within the IP header. 10 
Unused space within the IP header currently consists of two 
bits within the IP Type of Service (TOS) field. Although the 
considerable number ofIP packets transiting a network would 
provide ample opportunity for covert communications, the 
throughput is rather limited. 15 most audio clips are sampled at a rate that allows clear trans-
mission of the intended signal (the audio) without using the 
entire bandwidth. As a cover medium, the audio files can hide 
large amounts of information, depending on the relative 
Another technique at the network layer involves use of the 
IP header space for hidden information transfer. Rather than 
limiting use of space to just two bits, as seen with use of the 
TOS field, the identification field within the IP header might 
be modified to contain valid, covert infonnation. An example 20 
of this is insertion of an ASCII character, multiplied by 256, 
into the identification field. The intended recipient of the 
covert infonnation would need only to read the identification 
field and divide by 256 to ascertain the hidden message. As 
this file is used when fragmenting packets, however, prudent 25 
use dictates that each IP packet remains small enough to avoid 
fragmentation, thus limiting covert communications to some 
extent. 
The transport layer provides data delivery to different 
applications within a host, and provides error control of the 30 
data that are transmitted and received. One steganographic 
technique at this layer relates to the concealment of infonna-
tion within the TCP header. The TCP header reserves six bits 
between the four-bit header length field and the TCP header 
flags, which may be used to hide data. Also, the 32-bit 35 
sequence number field used to transfer data may be used to 
transfer covert infonnation. This method takes advantage of 
use of the sequence number field to identifY an Initial 
Sequence Number (ISN) during the establishment of TCP 
connections. Rather than setting the ISN to a host-generated 40 
or arbitrary number, the ISN can be modified to denote special 
information (in numeric fonn). Since the ISN is 32 bits long, 
a significant amount of infonnation can be transferred. This 
particular use of the sequence number field, however, is lim-
ited to connection establishments (SYN segments). While 45 
several SYN segments may be sent, rapid succession of these 
segments would undoubtedly attract notice, which is a viola-
tion of the notion of steganography. 
amplitude and temporal characteristics of the cover media 
and the information to be embedded. If the infonnation to be 
embedded can be quantified and sampled at a significantly 
higher rate than the cover media, the hidden messages (stego-
messages) can conceivably carry huge amounts of data. With 
pure tones, for example, a steganography user should be able 
to manipulate one sample in 8000. With classical music, one 
sample in 1800 may be sufficient to hide information without 
degrading the cover signal. 
Video files also present an opportunity to embed significant 
amount of infonnation into a cover medium. In the case of 
video, the steganography user has the option of using the 
visual cover media, the audio cover media, or both to transfer 
the hidden infonnation. Depending on the level of compres-
sion of the audio and video, the capacity for inclusion of 
hidden infonnation in video files is increased significantly. If 
the compression is low, the amount of space available to 
embed information is greater. 
Though the amount of data at the application layer is lim-
ited only by the amount of "real" data available in which to 
hide the cover data, a significant increase in the file size would 
most certainly alert an observer to the possibility of hidden 
data with the files. Similarly, while a graphics file can accom-
modate approximately half of its size in hidden information, 
modern graphics embedded in web pages are compressed to a 
great extent to expedite the download of files. 
Further, the aforementioned schemes fail to provide for 
data robustness. For example, in the data link layer and net-
work layer protocols, the information is sent without any 
requirement for retransmission if the data is invalid. There-
fore, errors in the covert data within these layers would render 
the information useless. To prevent such an occurrence, error-
correcting codes are typically used. Depending on the code 
used, however, this presents a significant increase in the 
amount of covert data to be transmitted, with a resulting 
decrease in overall covert data throughput. 
Overt data transmission at the transport layer is considered 
reliable due to various error-correcting mechanisms within 
the protocol, including use of sequence numbers and a check-
sum that covers the data as well as the TCP header. Addition-
The application layer facilitates interaction between the 
user and the host computer/network. This layer typically 50 
handles the details of individual applications and passes nec-
essary infonnation to the transport layer for further network 
action. Since the transport layer does not differentiate 
between types of data received from the application layer, a 
great amount of covert communication takes place here, pri - 55 
marily in the form of cryptography and steganography. In the 
area of networking, applications such as Hypertext Transfer 
Protocol (HTTP) can be exploited to carry a variety of differ-
ent types of files with hidden infonnation. For example, 
means of transferring hidden data may be accomplished via 
word processing files, where one space between adjacent 
words signals a zero, and two spaces signals a one, the series 
ally, the application layer may contain error correction 
60 mechanisms that will force a retransmission of the data if it is 
of ones and zeroes fonning a covert message. 
Another available technique in web data hiding is the inser-
tion of various formatting tags in or around the cover media. 65 
Image and audio files may also be used. Image and audio files 
are inherently noisy, thus there is a significant amount of 
corrupt. None of the previously described systems and meth-
ods defines means for handling errors within the covert data 
and methods for retransmissions of covert data. 
What is needed, then, is a robust system and method for 
provision of embedded communications via various net-
works, including wide area networks (WANs) such as the 
Internet. It is further desirable to provide such a system and 
US 7,725,595 Bl 
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method whereby the embedded communications embody 
optimal perfonnance characteristics, including throughput, 
error detection and correction, and maintenance of quality of 
the associated real data and the embedded data. It is also 
desirable to provide such a system and method that can avoid 
detection of the embedded data or infonnation by casual 
observers of related processes and by unintended parties to 
the communication. Finally, it may be desirable to provide a 
counter method and system for detecting and blocking the 
unwanted covert communications of others. 10 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
6 
current error rate measurement with the baseline error rate 
measurement to detennine a likelihood of embedded commu-
nication. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1 illustrates an embedded communication system 
according to an embodiment of the present invention; 
FIG. 2 illustrates a TCP packet according to the prior art; 
FIG. 3 illustrates a flow control diagram for TCP packets, 
according to the prior art; 
FIG. 4 illustrates a flow control diagram for embedded 
communications, according to an embodiment of the present 
invention; 
FIG. 5 illustrates a flow control diagram for a method of 
embedded communications, according to an embodiment of 
the present invention; 
One aspect of the invention may include an embedded 
transmitter capable of inserting embedded data into at least 15 
one field in a packet and inserting a first embedded checksum 
value into at least one field in the packet; and an embedded 
receiver capable of receiving the packet; comparing a second 
embedded checksum value to the first embedded checksum 
value in the packet. 
FIG. 6 illustrates a flowchart of selected error handling 
routines, according to an embodiment of the present inven-
20 tion; and 
Another aspect of the invention may include steps of 
receiving a packet having embedded data in at least one field 
and a first embedded checksum value; calculating a second 
embedded checksum value for the embedded data; perform-
ing a checksum comparison between the first embedded 25 
checksum value and the second embedded checksum value; 
and if the checksum comparison is equal, routing the embed-
ded data to a predetennined embedded data handler. 
FIG. 7 illustrates a flowchart of a method of identification 
of an embedded communication process, according to an 
embodiment of the present invention. 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
An embedded communications method and system 
according to the present invention provide a robust solution 
for provision of embedded communications via various net-
works, including wide area networks (WANs) such as the 
Internet. Various embodiments of the present invention pro-
vide quality embedded communication of information and 
data, including error detection and correction capabilities as 
well as detection avoidance. Various embodiments also pro-
vide a communication model for detection and identification 
of embedded communications in a network. It is contem-
plated that the present invention may be embodied and/or 
associated with, inter alia, as software, hardware, computers, 
networking components, networks, communication links, 
Yet another aspect of the invention may include steps of 
replacing overt data of a data field of a packet with embedded 30 
data; calculating a first embedded checksum value of the 
embedded data; replacing a first overt checksum value with 
the first embedded checksum value; transmitting the packet 
via the communication network; receiving the packet; calcu-
lating a second embedded checksum value for the embedded 35 
data; performing a checksum comparison between the first 
embedded checksum value and the second embedded check-
sum value; and if the checksum comparison is equal, routing 
the embedded data to a predetermined embedded data han-
dler. 
A further aspect of the invention may include steps of 
replacing overt data of a data field of a packet with embedded 
data; calculating a first embedded checksum value of the 
embedded data; comparing the first embedded checksum 
value to a first overt checksum value; if the comparison is 45 
equal, replacing the first overt checksum with a flag value; 
else replacing a first overt checksum value with the first 
embedded checksum value; transmitting the packet via the 
communication network; receiving the packet; calculating a 
second embedded checksum value for the embedded data; if 50 
the checksum comparison is equal or a flag value is detected: 
processing the embedded data or forwarding the embedded 
data to a predetennined embedded data handler; and gener-
ating an embedded acknowledgment for the packet, the 
embedded acknowledgment having an acknowledgment 55 
number associated with the packet; else if the checksum 
comparison is unequal: discarding the current received 
packet; and repeatedly regenerating an embedded acknowl-
edgment for the last packet successfully received in proper 
sequence order until a predetennined event occurs, then 60 
retransmitting the next-in-sequence packet. 
40 protocols, and a combination thereof, or in other manners or 
combinations of components capable of carrying out the 
functionality described herein. For example, a computer may 
perfonn the method by reading instructions from a computer 
readable medium. 
A still further aspect of the invention may include steps of 
establishing a baseline error rate measurement in a predeter-
mined route in the communication network; monitoring traf-
fic on the predetermined route in the communication network 65 
to detect transmission errors; establishing a current error rate 
measurement based on the detected errors; and comparing the 
Particularly, the present invention may be provided as a 
software solution in various communication environments 
having, for example, various end-to-end network protocols 
and technologies with error handling capabilities, such as the 
Transport Control Protocol (TCP) or Asynchronous Transfer 
Mode (ASM) Adaptation Layers. For example, software of 
various aspects of the present invention may include the func-
tionality necessary to embed predetennined data or infonna-
tion to be covertly transmitted (covert data) into various fields 
of a packet or segment, such as a TCP packet, for traversal of 
a wired or wireless communication network such a central 
server network such as a local area network (LAN), a virtual 
private network (VPN) wide area network (WAN), or the 
Internet. Traversal includes any link or combination of com-
munication links between any point or points within a net-
work or between such networks. Various embodiments of the 
present invention may also be utilized to detect and identifY 
embedded communications such as those found embedded in 
one or more packets in a packetized network. 
In various aspects of the present invention, embedded data 
(infonnation or data intended to be communicated in a covert 
manner or communicated such that predetennined recipients 
are aware of its presence and able to ascertain its value, 
US 7,725,595 Bl 
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despite that fact that in various forms, the embedded data may 
not be visible or ascertainable to a casual observer) may be 
transmitted in significant blocks of information; for example, 
1460 bytes of data, resulting in high throughput. In contrast, 
systems of the prior art often limited such incorporation of 
embedded data to a range of two to four bytes. Further, vari-
0us aspects of the present invention may utilize the TCP 
header fields in the transport layer of a communication net-
work as the vehicle for embedded data transfer, thus avoiding 
the filtering mechanisms of the network layer and the appli-
cation layer, as well as avoiding increases in the file sizes with 
inclusion of embedded data, a characteristic which invited 
detection in the prior art systems and methods. Finally, in 
contrast to the prior art, various aspects of the present inven-
tion may provide robustness via error detection and correc-
tion methods for the embedded data and its transmission. 
Certain aspects of the present invention may provide embed-
ded communication detection and blocking capabilities, 
including embedded communications utilizing TCP header 
fields such as the checksum field and the data field, as 
opposed to inventions of the prior art, which lack the afore-
mentioned functionality. 
8 
and governed by the TCP protocol. Typically, in such a net-
work the TCP packet may be used as the main transport 
mechanism for overt data. In particular, the present invention 
may utilize the TCP packet for its embedded communica-
tions. By way of illustration, an aspect of the invention may be 
utilized in, or utilize, a communication network 16 such as 
packet-switched network. When a file is sent from one point 
to another on the Internet, the (TCP) layer of the Transmission 
Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) divides the file 
10 into "chunks" (packets) of an efficient size for routing. Each 
of these packets is separately numbered with a sequence 
number in a sequence number field. The individual packets 
for a given file may travel different routes through the Inter-
net. When they have all arrived at destination, they are reas-
15 sembled into the original file order by the TCP layer at the 
receiving end. 
With reference now to FIG. 2, there is shown a TCP packet 
20 according to the prior art, exemplified with various fields 
which are the same or similar to those found in TCP packets. 
20 For example, the fields may include a source port field 22, a 
destination port field 24, a sequence number field 26, an 
acknowledgment number field 28, a header length field 30, a 
reserved field 32, a flags field 34, a window size field 36, a 
TCP checksum field 38, an urgent pointer field 40, an options 
With reference now to the drawings, wherein like items are 
designated with the same reference numerals, there is shown 
generally in FIG. 1 at 10 a system of embedded communica-
tions having an embedded transmitter 12 for transmitting 
embedded data and an embedded receiver 14 for receiving the 
embedded data. In various aspects of the present invention, 
the embedded transmitter 12 may be integrally or indepen-
dently associated with functional routines and/or error han- 30 
dlers such as an embedded insert routine 12a; an embedded 
acknowledgment error handler 12b; and the checksum colli-
sion handler 12c. Similarly, in various aspects of the present 
invention the embedded receiver 14 may be integrally or 
independently associated with functional routines and error 
handlers, such as a packet error handler 14a. The error han-
dlers are discussed in detail hereinafter. 
25 field 42, (the aforementioned fields may be referred to indi-
vidually or collectively as "the header fields 44"), and a data 
field 46, which may contain, for example, data or information 
on the order of 512 to 1460 bytes, as found, for example, in an 
Ethernet environment. 
Traditional error handling methods in a TCP environment 
may be performed through the use of, for example, sequence 
numbers and integrity checks. The sequence number in the 
sequence number field 26 of the packet 20 may be used to 
ensure that all packets are reassembled into the correct 
35 sequence. An integrity check may be performed to check if 
the data has been inadvertently or maliciously changed dur-
ing transmission or storage. Checksums, for example, are 
often employed to test integrity. A checksum typically com-
prises a mathematical value that is assigned to a file, packet, 
Various aspects of the embedded communications systems 
10 may comprise computer hardware and/or software sys-
tems, operating system kernels, networking protocol, logic, 
modules, and components, as well as, or other structural or 
operational components, so long as the functionality 
described herein is carried out. By way of example, the 
embedded transmitter 12 may comprise a computer server 
having multiple software modules, the computer server 
located in a physical or logical sense as an intermediate node 
on the Internet. The embedded receiver 14 may comprise a 
computer server having multiple software modules, the com-
puter server located in a physical or logical sense as an inter-
mediate node or as a TCP client on the Internet. 
The system for embedded communications 10 may be 
associated with a communication network 16, such as the 
Internet, the communication network 16 having at least one 
link 18 for traversal of data or information between various 
points internal or external to the communication network 16. 
The communication network 16 may comprise, for example, 
a packetized or packet-switched network such as the Internet, 
and the at least one link 18 may comprise, for example, short 
wave radio channels, cellular, satellite, fiber optic cables, 
copper cables, software logic, routers, networking and other 
such media and combined media as needed to communicate 
data or information from a source to a destination. The com-
munication network 16 may further utilize various protocol, 
such as the Transmission Control Protocol, or TCP, as is 
known in the art. 
Various aspect of the present invention may utilize a com-
munication network 16 such as the Internet, having packets 
40 or field of data upon its creation or prior to its transmission. 
The checksum is created by performing a complicated series 
of mathematical operations that translate the data in the file 
into a fixed string of digits called a hash value, which is then 
used as the specific checksum value assigned to the data. 
45 Without knowing which cryptographic algorithm was used to 
create the hash value, it is highly unlikely that an unautho-
rized person would be able to change data without inadvert-
ently changing the corresponding checksum. Therefore, the 
checksum value may, for example, be transmitted with the 
50 data to a destination point, where a second checksum is cal-
culated and compared to the original checksum. If the two 
checksum values match, it is assumed that the associated data 
arrived intact. 
A first overt checksum value, which may typically com-
55 prise a 16-bit one's complement sum of certain fields of a 
transmission unit, may be included in the TCP checksum field 
38 of the packet 20, so the receiver can check to see whether 
the information contained in the packet 20 arrived safely. If 
the checksums match, it may be assumed that the complete 
60 transmission was received successfully. The receiver of the 
packet 20 may generate an acknowledgment of successful 
receipt to the transmitter. The transmitter and receiver may 
utilize various systems to ensure retransmission oflost pack-
ets, packets having corrupted data, or lost acknowledgments, 
65 as is well known in the art and discussed hereinafter. 
With reference again to FIGS. 1 and 2, various aspects of 
the present invention may utilize various TCP processes and 
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components, such as TCP error handlers, to effect embedded 
communications. For example, in certain aspects of the 
present invention, the embedded transmitter 12, the embed-
ded insertion routine 12a, or a combination thereof, may be 
used to provide embedded data (not shown) or to insert 
embedded data (not shown) into a preexisting mechanism, 
such as a packet 20. The embedded data, for example, may 
replace the existing data, also termed herein overt data (not 
shown), in the data field 46 of the packet 20. The embedded 
data may, for example, be the exact number of bytes of the 
overt data being replaced. The embedded transmitter 12 may 
then calculate a first embedded checksum (not shown) for the 
embedded data and replace a first overt checksum value typi-
cally found in the TCP checksum field 38 of the packet 20 
with the first embedded checksum value. Upon addition of the 
first embedded checksum value to the packet 20, the embed-
ded transmitter 12 or other means may then forward the 
packet 20 via at least one communication link 18 in the 
communication network 16 to the embedded receiver 14. 
Upon receipt of the packet 20 having the embedded data and 
the first embedded checksum value, the embedded receiver 14 
may calculate a second embedded checksum value for the 
embedded data in the data field 46 and compare the second 
embedded checksum value to the first embedded checksum 
value of the TCP checksum field 38. If the comparison is 
equal, then the embedded receiver 14 may forward the packet 
20 to an embedded data handler (not shown). The embedded 
data handler may be integral to the embedded receiver 14, 
independent thereof, or partially integrated with the embed-
ded receiver 14. For example, the embedded receiver 14 may 
comprise a software module residing on a computer server. 
The embedded receiver 14 may comprise yet another soft-
ware module residing on the same server. 
Various aspects of the present invention may include one or 
more error handling routines, for example, the embedded 
acknowledgment error handler 12b, the checksum collision 
handler 12c, and the packet error handler 14a. Such routines 
may be integral to one or more components, for example, the 
packet error handler 14a may be embodied as a software 
module integral with the embedded receiver 14, may reside 
independently of system components, or embody combina-
tions thereof. 
10 
a lost packet, however, the receiver will continue to transmit 
acknowledgments referencing the last packet received in 
proper sequence order until the occurrence of a predeter-
mined event, for example, after receipt by the transmitter of 
three consecutive acknowledgments for the same packet. 
Upon such a predetermined event, the transmitter retransmits 
the next packet in sequence order to the receiver; i.e., the 
packet in sequence order following the packet referenced in 
the three acknowledgments. In this mauner, the TCP protocol 
10 handlers ensure receipt of all sequenced packets. 
Similarly, for packets arriving in the proper sequence order 
but containing corrupt data (as evidenced by a mismatch 
between a first overt checksum value in the packet and a 
second overt checksum value calculated by the receiver on 
15 receipt), the receiver may simply discard the packet, forego-
ing transmission of an acknowledgment for the current packet 
having corrupt data and generating an acknowledgment for 
the last packet received in proper sequence order (and not 
discarded). Upon receipt of successor packets to the dis-
20 carded packet, the receiver will continue to generate redun-
dant acknowledgments for the last packet received in proper 
sequence order (and not discarded) for each thereafter-re-
ceived packet until occurrence of a predetermined event, such 
as receipt by the transmitter of three successive redundant 
25 acknowledgments, thus triggering retransmission of a copy of 
the discarded packet. 
With reference now to FIG. 3, which generally shows a 
flow control process of the prior art for TCP communications 
in a communication network, the packet error handler may be 
30 illustrated as follows: in a communication network (not 
shown) utilizing the TCP Protocol, packets of information are 
forwarded between a transmitter 48 and a receiver 50, which 
can provide or are associated with, various services including 
a checksum routine 52 and TCP processing 54. TCP protocol 
35 handlers, such as TCP daemon process( es) 56, may provide 
error handling that may be utilized to embed, signal, or oth-
erwise facilitate overt data transmissions and processing 
functionalities. For example, the TCP daemon 56 may gen-
erate overt acknowledgments 56a-56g upon receipt of certain 
40 packets, as hereinafter described. 
Error handling in overt TCP communications may be typi-
cally implemented, for example, by utilizing the sequence 
number of the sequence number field 26 in the packets 20 
(shown collectively as 58 in FIG. 3). For example, packets 
45 58a-58h and acknowledgments 56a-56g are transmitted to 
and from the transmitter 48 and the receiver 50 in a commu-
By way of illustration, error handling routines of the 
present invention may "piggyback" on traditional error han-
dling techniques employed in TCP communication environ-
ment. In such TCP communications, various errors may occur 
such as packets lost in transmission, packets received with 
corrupt data, or acknowledgments lost in transmission. To 
cure problems associated with lost packets, TCP error han-
dlers may use a method the same or similar to the following: 50 
the receiver transmits an acknowledgment to the transmitter, 
referencing the current packet (most recently received packet 
nications network. Each packet includes a sequence number 
in the sequence number field 26. Application of the sequence 
number ensures proper reassembly of the packets into a file by 
the receiver 50 or the TCP daemon processes 54 ruuning, for 
example, on the receiving node (such as the receiver 50) of the 
communication network 16. In such an example, packets 
58a-h, having 500 bytes of data in the data field 46 are 
numbered according to each packet's respective order in the 
entire file. For example, the packet 58a containing the first 
500 bytes of data receives a sequence number 501 reflecting 
the bytes 1: 501 of data; the packet 58b containing the second 
500 bytes of data receives a sequence number 1001 reflecting 
the bytes 501: 1001, and so forth. 
in proper sequence order). If a packet is lost in transmission, 
however, the receiver has no way of knowing of its existence 
and, therefore, caunot send an acknowledgment. In such a 55 
situation, the receiver continues to receive in packets and 
check the sequence number. In the case of a packet received 
out of order, such as the successor of a lost packet (the packet 
transmitted immediately after the packet lost in transmis-
sion), the receiver checks the sequence number of the succes- 60 
sor packet, notes that it is not in sequence, and generates an 
acknowledgment referencing the last packet received in 
proper order sequence. 
In the case of an out-of-order packet, it is assumed that the 
misordered packet will arrive as one of the next two to three 65 
arriving packets, thus allowing the send-receive-acknowl-
edge pattern to flow in an uninterrupted manner. In the case of 
Upon transmittal (shown at 60a) of packet 58a, the TCP 
daemon process 56 receives packet 58a; calculates a second 
overt checksum value for the packet and compares its first 
overt checksum value in the TCP checksum field 38, as shown 
at 60b, against the second overt checksum value. If the com-
parison is equal, then the TCP daemon 56 generates an 
acknowledgment associated with a packet having overt data 
(overt acknowledgment), shown here as overt acknowledg-
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ment 56a, and transmits the overt acknowledgment 56a to the 
transmitting source, as shown at 60e and 60d, for receipt and 
processing by the transmitter 48. 
On occasion, packets in a communications network are 
subject to loss and/or corruption. In this example, packet 58b 
is lost in transmission, as shown at 60e. The transmitter 48 
continues to transmit the packets 58e-58Jin sequence order; 
i.e., the packet 58e is forwarded at 60Jto the receiver 50 for 
TCP processing 54 including checksum routines 52 by the 
TCP daemon 56. Upon receipt of the packet 58e, the TCP 
daemon 56 checks the sequence number and compares it 
against the expected sequence number; i.e., the sequence 
number 1001 of the missing packet 58b. Noting the mis-
match, the TCP daemon process 56 continues to generate 
acknowledgments 56b-56e for the last packet received in 
proper sequence order (in this case, packet 58a), as it is 
generally expected that the misordered packet will arrive 
within two to three subsequent transmissions. After some 
predetermined event-for example, receipt by the transmitter 
48 of three repeated acknowledgements 501 56b, 56e, and 
56d, for the packet having the sequence number 501, as 
shown at 60g-60i, the transmitter 48 resends a copy 58g of the 
lost packet 58b, as shown at 60j. Upon proper receipt of the 
packet 58g by the receiver 50, as shown at 60k, the TCP 
daemon checks the sequence number 1001 of the retransmit-
ted packet 58g, finds it to match the expected sequence num-
ber, and generates an acknowledgment 3001 56Jfor the most 
recently received packet in proper sequence order (in this 
case, an overt acknowledgment 56Jfor packet 58Jhaving the 
sequence 3001 is sent, as shown at 601, 60m). By this method, 
for example, packet errors such as lost packets may be regen-
erated and transmitted for proper receipt and resequencing of 
12 
overt checksum value for the packet 58b now having embed-
ded data in place of the original, overt data or selected fields, 
then compares the second overt checksum value to the first 
embedded checksum value embedded in the packet. The com-
parison should yield an inequality in values, resulting in dis-
card of the packet 58b, as shown at 64d. Under the typical 
error handling process above, redundant acknowledgments 
referencing packet 58a (the last successfully received packet 
in proper sequence order) will be sent from the TCP daemon 
10 process to the transmitter 48, shown at 64e, 64{, and 64g, 
respectively, for packets 58e-58e, until a precipitating event 
forces retransmission of the packet 58b, shown at 64h, this 
time carrying its original payload of overt data. An overt 
acknowledgment 64i is generated and forwarded to the trans-
15 mitter 48, as shown at 64j, for the last successfully (incorrupt) 
received packet in proper sequence order. 
Meanwhile, upon receipt of the packet 58b having the 
embedded data by the embedded receiver 14, the embedded 
receiver 14 may calculate a second embedded checksum 
20 value for the packet 56b and compare it to the first embedded 
checksum value, shown at 64k. If the comparison proves 
equal, the embedded receiver 14 may then generate an 
embedded acknowledgment 66 for the successfully received 
packet 58b having embedded data. The embedded acknowl-
25 edgment 66 may include a third embedded checksum value 
calculated by the embedded receiver 14 for preselected fields 
of the embedded acknowledgment 66, wherein, for example, 
the preselected fields are not typically used in normal (non-
embedded) operations for calculation of a checksum value. 
30 The third embedded checksum value may be inserted into the 
embedded acknowledgment 66 for transmission to the 
embedded transmitter 12 and the transmitter 48, as shown at 
641. all packets within a given file. Corrupted packets discarded by 
the receiver 50 may be handled via similar means; for 
example, acknowledgments are not sent for discarded pack- 35 
ets, thus the receiver 50 or the TCP daemon 56 continues to 
generate redundant acknowledgments for the last packet 
received in proper sequence order until a predetermined event 
occurs (such as consecutive receipt of three acknowledg-
ments having the same sequence number), after which time 40 
the transmitter 48 regenerates and transmits a copy of the 
discarded packet. 
Upon receipt of the embedded acknowledgment 66 by the 
transmitter 48, shown at 64m, a checksum calculation and 
comparison process may be performed on the embedded 
acknowledgment 66 by the transmitter 48. A mismatch 
should result from the comparison, resulting in a discard of 
the embedded acknowledgment 66 by the transmitter 48, as 
shown at 68a. In this example, the entire transmission pro-
cesses of a packet having embedded data as well as an embed-
ded acknowledgment between an embedded transmitter and 
an embedded receiver may be carried without detection or 
identification of the embedded data by unintended parties or 
devices; such as the receiver or transmitter during normal 
TCP communication. 
Various aspects of the present invention may "piggyback" 
on the normal error handling routine ofTCP communications 
to effect transmission/data error control and resolution for 45 
embedded communications. For example, and with reference 
to FIG. 4 and continuing reference to FIGS. 1-3, there is 
shown generally at 62 a flow control process associated with 
various aspects of the present invention utilizing the packet 
error handler 14a. An example of utilization of the packet 
error handler 14a is illustrated as follows. Here, the transmit-
ter 48 is generating packets 58a-58h having overt data in the 
data field 46 (as shown in FIG. 2). The packet 58a having 
overt data is transmitted to the receiver 50, a checksum test 
validates it for acceptance; and an acknowledgment referenc-
ing packet 58a (501) is transmitted back to the transmitting 
source (shown here at 64a), as heretofore described. 
With respect to packet 58b having sequence number 1001, 
however, the embedded transmitter 12 replaces the overt data 
(not shown) in the data field 46 with embedded data (not 
shown), as shown at 64b; calculates a first embedded check-
sum value with respect to the embedded data; replaces the 
first overt checksum in the TCP checksum field 38 with the 
first embedded checksum value (not shown); and forwards 
the packet 64b now having embedded data to the receiver 50 
and the embedded receiver 14, as shown at 64e. The receiver 
50 and/or the TCP daemon process 54 calculate a second 
Continuing with the foregoing example, the embedded 
receiver 14 may process the embedded data or forward the 
packet to a data handler for further processing, storage, or 
50 other functions, as shown at 68b. If a comparison is per-
formed between, for example, the first embedded checksum 
and a calculated second embedded checksum, and the com-
parison proves unequal (which may indicate overt data or 
corrupt embedded data), the embedded receiver 14 may 
55 forego further processing and discard the packet 58b. 
The packet error handler 14a may be invoked at various 
times during embedded operations. For example, after the 
embedded receiver 14 performs the comparison of embedded 
checksum values, supra, the packet handler may compare the 
60 sequence number (here, 1001) of packet 58b with the 
expected sequence number; i.e., the ordinal sequence number 
immediately following the sequence number of the most 
recently generated embedded acknowledgment. The embed-
ded receiver 14 then generates an embedded acknowledg-
65 ment 66 having the sequence number for the most recently 
received (incorrupt) packet in proper sequence order and 
transmits the embedded acknowledgment to the transmitter 
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sum value/first overt checksum value and recognizable by the 
embedded receiver 14 as a flag value. 
Upon receipt of the packet 20 having a flag value in the TCP 
checksum field 38, the embedded receiver 14 recognizes the 
significance of the flag value, accepts the packet, and for-
wards or processes the embedded data. In contrast, the TCP 
daemon process 54 at the receiving end calculates a second 
overt checksum value for the packet, compares it to the flag 
48 and the embedded transmitter 12. Various aspects of the 
present invention may utilize various predetermined events to 
trigger follow-on actions. For example, upon consecutive 
receipt of three embedded acknowledgments having the same 
sequence number by the embedded transmitter 12, the 
embedded transmitter may retransmit a packet having the 
embedded data originally inserted into the packet 58b. By this 
means, lost or discarded (such as corrupt) packets having 
embedded data are tracked and reconciled. 10 value, and upon an unequal comparison, discards the packet 
20, triggering a resend of the original packet having the overt 
data in the data field 46. A skilled artisan will note that certain 
algorithmic approaches used for initially calculating the first 
overt checksum value in typical TCP communications may 
With reference to the embedded acknowledgment error 
handler 12b, various aspects of the present invention may be 
employed to cure deficiencies in acknowledgment transmis-
sions. For example, the embedded acknowledgment handler 
12b may function according to general TCP principles, 
wherein the embedded transmitter 12 or other component 15 
may, for example, set or reset a timer (not shown) after each 
packet 20 having embedded data is transmitted. If the embed-
ded transmitter 12 has no more information to send, then it 
waits for an acknowledgment. If the embedded receiver 14 
receives no acknowledgment and the timer expires, then the 20 
embedded receiver may, for example, retransmit the unac-
knowledged packet 20 having the embedded data 74. 
result in a value equivalent to the predetermined flag value. 
Thus, after transmission to a receiving node, the packet 20 
would still be accepted by the TCP daemon process 54 as 
valid, despite its payload of embedded data. If, for example, 
an end-around carry is used to calculate a 16-bit checksum 
value, the probability of this duplicative outcome may be 
bounded by approximately 2-16 . Under such circumstances, 
various methods and modules may be selected, at the user's 
option, to identifY, accommodate, or modifY the flag value 
when equivalence in value occurs between the first overt 
25 checksum value and the flag value. 
Various aspects of the current invention may predicate 
acceptance of an embedded acknowledgment on, for 
example, a successful (or equal) comparison between the 
sequence number in the received embedded acknowledgment 
and the sequence number for the next expected embedded 
acknowledgment in sequence order. Similarly, the acceptance 
may turn on a successful (equal) comparison between, for 30 
example, a third embedded checksum value inserted into the 
header of the embedded acknowledgment and a fourth 
embedded checksum value calculated upon receipt of the 
embedded acknow ledgment by the embedded receiver 14. An 
unequal comparison may result in a refusal to accept the 35 
embedded acknowledgment, or a de facto discard of the 
embedded acknowledgment, whereafter, for example, the 
packet associated with the discarded embedded acknowledg-
ment may be retransmitted with its embedded data payload 
upon a predetermined event, such as expiration of a timer. A 40 
skilled artisan will note that various aspects of the current 
invention may predicate acceptance or rejection of embedded 
acknowledgments on various other tests, conditions, events, 
or the like. 
Turning now to FIG. 5 there is shown generally at 70 a 
method of embedded communications via a communication 
network which may include the steps, inter alia, of receiving 
a packet having embedded data in at least one field and a first 
embedded checksum value, shown at 72; calculating a second 
embedded checksum value for the embedded data, shown at 
74; performing a checksum comparison between the first 
embedded checksum value and the second embedded check-
sum value, shown at 76; and if the checksum comparison is 
equal, then processing the embedded data or forwarding the 
embedded data to a predetermined embedded data handler, 
shown at 78. For example, a conventional TCP receiver and an 
embedded receiver associated with a communication net-
work may receive a packet having embedded data. The con-
ventional TCP receiver typically expects a packet with overt 
data, and upon calculation and comparison of a second overt 
checksum with the first embedded checksum value resulting 
in an inequality, discards the packet, thus resulting in an 
45 eventual retransmission of a copy of the packet having the 
original overt data. 
Checksum collisions may be identified and eradicated 
with, for example, the checksum collision handler 12c. In 
instances where the first overt checksum value equals the first 
embedded checksum value, resulting in a "checksum colli-
sion", both the TCP daemon process 54 and the embedded 
receiver 14 would accept the packet as valid, thus thwarting 50 
the intent of various embodiments of the present invention, 
wherein the embedded receiver 14 accepts the packet and 
forwards or processes the embedded data and the TCP dae-
mon discards the packet, thus triggering a resend of the packet 
containing the original, overt data and eliminating incomplete 55 
transmissions of packets having overt data which might oth-
erwise give rise to suspicions that embedded communications 
are in progress. 
In various aspects of the present invention, the aforemen-
tioned circumstances may be circumvented via use of the 
checksum collision handler 12c by, for example, comparing 
the first overt checksum module initially found in the TCP 
checksum field 38 of the packet 20 with the calculated first 
embedded checksum value. If the comparison proves equal, 
replacing the first embedded checksum value with a flag value 
(not shown). The flag value may comprise, for example, any 
predetermined value differing from the first embedded check-
The embedded receiver also performs a checksum com-
parison, although between the first embedded checksum 
value and a calculated second embedded checksum value. If 
the comparison is equal, then the embedded receiver pro-
cesses the embedded data and/or forwards the data to, for 
example, an embedded data handler for processing. 
Various aspects of the present invention may include one or 
more of the following steps, shown in phantom in FIG. 5, such 
as inserting embedded data into the packet, as shown at 80, 
and calculating the first embedded checksum value and 
inserting the calculated first embedded checksum value into 
the packet, as shown at 82. For example, the steps may be 
performed initially by the embedded transmitter and prior to, 
60 for example, transmission of the packet by a transmitter or 
other means via the communication network to the receiver 
and embedded receiver. In various aspects of the present 
invention, the step of inserting embedded data in the packet 
80 may also comprise replacing overt data in the packet with 
65 the embedded data, the embedded data string either identical 
in length to the overt data string or differing in length there-
from. Further, the step of calculating and inserting a first 
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embedded checksum value into a packet 82 may further com-
prise replacing a first overt checksum value with the first 
embedded checksum value. 
Various aspects of the present invention further include the 
step of providing at least one error handling routine, as shown 
generally in FIG. 6 at 84. For example, the at least one error 
handling routine may include routines such as a packet error 
handler routine shown generally at 86; an embedded 
acknowledgment error handler routine, shown generally at 
88; and a checksum collision routine, shown generally at 90. 
The packet error handler routine 86 may include, for 
example, steps for determining if the current received packet 
having embedded data were received in proper sequence 
order, as shown at 92, 92a; if received in the properly 
sequenced order at 94, generating an embedded acknowledg-
ment for the most recently received packet in proper sequence 
order, at 96; and if not received in the properly sequenced 
order at 98, then repeatedly regenerating the embedded 
acknowledgment for the last packet successfully received in 
proper sequence order until a predetermined event occurs at 
100. For example, the embedded receiver associated with a 
communication network may compare a sequence number in 
a received number to an expected sequence number, and, 
upon discovering a mismatch between the actual and the 
expected sequence numbers, repeatedly regenerate the 
embedded acknowledgment for the last packet successfully 
received in proper sequence order, the regenerated embedded 
acknowledgment having a sequence number associated with 
the last packet successfully received in proper sequence order. 
An embedded transmitter associated with the communication 
network may receive the regenerated embedded acknow ledg-
ments, and upon successive receipt of three such embedded 
acknowledgments, the embedded transmitter may regenerate 
the next-in-sequence packet having embedded data, as deter-
mined with respect to the sequence number in the thrice-
received embedded acknowledgments. 
16 
establishing a baseline error rate measurement in a predeter-
mined route in the communication network, shown as 122; 
monitoring traffic on the predetermined route in the commu-
nication network to detect transmission errors, shown at 124; 
establishing a current error rate measurement based on the 
detected errors, shown at 126; and comparing the current 
error rate measurement with the baseline error rate measure-
ment to determine a likelihood of embedded communication, 
shown at 128. For example, in certain envirouments, heavy 
10 use of steganographic communications may produce a num-
ber of packets having bad checksums, due to the inherent 
nature of the scheme in transmuting an overt checksum to an 
embedded checksum. Thus, if a route or channel between an 
origin and destination node for communications is monitored 
15 during normal communication ofTCP packets and a baseline 
error rate for packet failure (including packets having bad 
checksums) is established, then comparison to an established 
current error rate for a suspected covert channel may reveal a 
spike or increase in packet error rates. The increased current 
20 error rate may indicate the presence of embedded communi-
cations utilizing packet infrastructures for operation. One 
advantage to use of an error rate in an established route is that 
basic, non-packet related causes of errors, such as specific 
noisy data transmission links or faulty TCP daemons, are 
25 already calculated into the baseline error rate ( accounted for), 
thus any significant deviation from the baseline error rate is 
likely attributable to a packet error-based cause. 
In various aspects of the present invention, the step of 
monitoring traffic and establishing a current error rate mea-
30 surement may include use of a network monitoring log appli-
cation. For example, the network kernel in many operating 
systems may already offer this functionality in applications 
such as netstat, wherein use of the command "netstat-s-p tcp" 
from a Windows® NT DOS shell provides statistical output 
35 related to communication transmissions originating from or 
destined to a local host. 
In cases where the embedded data arrives corrupt at desti-
nation, for example, when received by the embedded receiver, 
then the embedded receiver may, for example, discard the 
packet, then generate an embedded acknowledgment for the 40 
last successfully received packet in proper order sequence. 
Other aspects of the present invention may include a step of 
employing means such as application level firewalls or proxy 
servers between the transmitter and the receiver to thwart 
embedded communications, as shown at 130. For example, a 
transmitter may transmit overt data in a packet to a transport 
The embedded acknowledgment error handler routine 88 
may include, for example, steps of setting or resetting a timer 
upon generation ortransmission of a packet having embedded 
data at 102; and, determining if the time on the timer has 45 
expired at 103. If time on the timer expires before receipt of an 
embedded acknowledgment associated with the generated or 
transmitted packet having embedded data at 104, then regen-
erating or retransmitting said packet associated with the 
expected embedded acknowledgment at 106, else if the 50 
expected embedded acknowledgment is received before expi-
ration at 108, then resetting the timer at 102. 
The checksum collision routine 90 may include, for 
example, steps of comparing the first overt checksum to the 
first embedded checksum value at 110 to determine whether 55 
layer, which inserts embedded data in place of the overt data 
and inserts an embedded checksum by means of an embedded 
transmission scheme. The packet having embedded data tran-
sits the remaining layers of the network model without detec-
tion or modification and is transmitted on a network. Any 
intermediate nodes on the network, operating at the network 
layer, will simply forward the packet with its embedded data 
intact, since the changes in the checksum are detected only at 
the transport layer. An application layer firewall along the 
path from the embedded transmitter to receiver will try to 
reassemble the packets into useful data prior to forwarding to 
destination. In this way, the transport layer of the application 
layer firewall will detect, and discard, the segments having the 
"bad" (mismatched) checksums, effectively destroying the 
embedded data. In cases where the application layer firewall 
is also the embedded receiver, the embedded data may arrive 
at its destination intact. A skilled artisan will note that other 
methods and means may be employed to identify or block 
said checksums are equal at 110a. If the value comparison is 
equal at 112, then substituting a predetermined flag value for 
the first embedded checksum value 114; after receipt of the 
packet having a flag value, identifying the flag value and 
processing or forwarding packets having the predetermined 
flag value to an embedded data handler 116. If the comparison 
is unequal at 118, then the process ends. 
60 embedded communications. 
Various other aspects of the present invention include 
methods for identifying and blocking embedded communi-
cations in a communication network via steganalytic tech- 65 
niques and tools. With reference now to FIG. 7, there is shown 
generally at 120 such a method, which may include steps of 
It is understood that other embodiments may be utilized, 
and structural and operational changes may be made without 
departing from the scope of the present invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A system for embedded communication in a communi-
cation network, the system comprising: 
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an embedded transmitter, the embedded transmitter for 
performing a method comprising: 
replacing overt data of at least one data field of a packet 
with embedded data; 
calculating a first embedded checksum value of the embed-
ded data; 
comparing the first embedded checksum value to a first 
overt checksum value; 
replacing the first overt checksum with a flag value, if the 
comparison is equal; 10 
replacing a first overt checksum value with the first embed-
ded checksum value, if the comparison is unequal; 
transmitting the packet via the communication network; 
and 
an embedded receiver, the embedded receiver for perform - 15 
ing a method comprising: 
receiving the packet; 
calculating a second embedded checksum value for the 
embedded data; 
if the checksum comparison is equal or a flag value is 20 
detected: 
processing the embedded data or forwarding the embed-
ded data to a predetermined embedded data handler; 
and 
generating an embedded acknowledgment for the 25 
packet, the embedded acknowledgment having an 
acknowledgment number associated with the packet; 
else if the checksum comparison is unequal: 
discarding the current received packet; and 
repeatedly regenerating an embedded acknowledg- 30 
ment for the last packet successfully received in 
proper sequence order until a predetermined event 
occurs. 
2. The system of claim 1, further comprising at least one 
error handler. 35 
3. The system of claim 2, wherein the at least one error 
handler further comprises at least one element selected from 
18 
a group consisting essentially of a packet error handler; a 
checksum collision handler; and an embedded acknowledg-
ment error handler. 
4. A method of embedded communication via a communi-
cation network, the method comprising steps of: 
replacing overt data of a data field of a packet with embed-
ded data; 
calculating a first embedded checksum value of the embed-
ded data; 
comparing the first embedded checksum value to a first 
overt checksum value; 
replacing the first overt checksum with a flag value, if the 
comparison is equal; 
replacing a first overt checksum value with the first embed-
ded checksum value, if the comparison is unequal; 
transmitting the packet via the communication network; 
receiving the packet; 
calculating a second embedded checksum value for the 
embedded data; 
if the checksum comparison is equal or a flag value is 
detected: 
processing the embedded data or forwarding the embedded 
data to a predetermined embedded data handler; and 
generating an embedded acknowledgment for the packet, 
the embedded acknowledgment having an acknowledg-
ment number associated with the packet; 
else if the checksum comparison is unequal: 
discarding the current received packet; and 
repeatedly regenerating an embedded acknowledgment 
for the last packet successfully received in proper 
sequence order until a predetermined event occurs, 
then retransmitting the next-in-sequence packet. 
5. The method of claim 4, further comprising a step of 
providing an embedded acknowledgment error routine. 
6. The method of claim 4, further comprising a step of 
providing a checksum collision routine. 
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